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Reflectivity Level of Radio  Anechoic  Chambers 
J. APPEL-HIh’SEN 

Abstract-A comparison between the antenna-pattern comparison 
technique and  the free-space voltage  standing-wave ratio technique 
for evaluating the reflectivity level of radio anechoic chambers is 
presented. Based on an analysis of the two techniques, it is pointed 
out which parameters influence the measured value of the reflec- 
tivity  level. The comparison is illustrated with experimental results 
and it is explained  why inconsistent and uncorrelated results may 
be found when the two methods are used. Furthermore, it is 
demonstrated, by introducing improvements in a chamber, how 
the reflectivity level can be used to measure the improvements. 
This work is inspired by the current discussion of finding a figure 
of merit for anechoic chambers. Based on the results,  an evaluation 
procedure for anechoic chambers is indicated. However, it is pointed 
out and illustrated by examples that further investigations are 
necessary before a satisfactory procedure can be outlined. 

D 
I. INTRODUCTION 

UE  TO THE progress in antenna  and scaktering 
studies,  interest in indoor measurement ra.nges has 

increased since t.he first radio anechoic chambers were 
constructed in t.he early fifties. The advantage of radio 

Manuscript received  October 3, 1972; revised February 21,  1973. 
The  author is with the Laboratory of Electromagnetic Theory, 

Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark. 

anechoic chambers is, that measurements can be carried 
out under specific  contzolled conditions, for example, 
independent of weather conditions in nearly reflection-free 
regions and screened from disturbing signals. 

Since the first chambers, there  has been a current 
inkrest in  studying met.hods by means of which it would 
be possible to characterize chambers by  a figure of merit 
which indicat.es chamber performance or more precisely 
accuracy with which measurements can be carried out. 
It is generally accepted that for different types of measure- 
mcnt.s, it is necessary to use different methods to h d  
a figure of merit.. In this work a figure of merit characteriz- 
ing radio anechoic chambers for antenna  pat.tern measure- 
ments is discussed. The figure of merit is called the 
refledvity level and indica,tes t.he ina.ccuracy in recorded 
pattern levels due to t.he small but inevitable reflections 
from the walls, floor and ceiling of the anechoic chamber 
lined witlth absorbing material. 

It is well knovn  that anechoic chambers may be 
constructed in  many different ways and  antennas possess 
very different radiation charact.erist,ics. Therefore, it is 
probably not possible  t.o  fmd  only  one value for the 
reflectivity level from which the measurement accuracy 
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can be derived in all cases. Due to  the complex  problem 
several met,hods for obtaining the reflectivity level have 
been suggested. At  this point it is illustrative to describe 
some previous works. Hiatt et d. [l] have given a survey 
of the most  important evaluat,ion methods used during 
the first ten years of anechoic chambers. Three of these 
methods were  considered more satisfactory since the 
data which they provide can be analyzed to give numbers 
or curves to designate chamber performance. The de- 
velopment has since then shown that out of t,hese three 
methods, two, usually referred t.o as t.he antenna.-pattern 
comparison (APC) technique a.nd the free-space voltage 
standing-wave ratio (VSWR) technique, are commonly 
accepted. It, is often st.ated w-ithout experimental verifica- 
tion that  the two techniques are essentially identical 
[1], [a ] .  Ret,hmeyer and Price [3] suggest using a 
combination of the two techniques. However, Kummer 
and Villeneuve [4] have compared the two techniques 
a.nd found that, inconsistent results were obtained. Hia,t.t 
et al. [1] have used the APC  technique to evaluate the 
reflectivity level as a funct,ion of absorbing mat,erial lining 
a model of a chamber. They found that there was little 
correlation between the reflectivity levels obt.ained and the 
rating of absorbing material. In  order to illuminate 
strongly all chamber surfaces, Clarkc and  Breithaupt 
[SI use det,ector mounts  and coaxial-to-wave guide 
adapter flanges as  antennas  in a VSWR-technique evalua- 
tion of their chamber. In fact, since the results obtained 
for t,he reflectivity level depends very much on a.ntenna 
gain, Hollmann [SI, with the desire to be able to compare 
different anechoic cha.mbers, suggests using probes w4t.h 
omnidirectional patterns  as  antennas. 

This paper has three purposes. The first purpose is to 
give a comparison betxeen t.he APC and t,he VSWR 
techniques. Before this comparison is given, the basic 
problem of finding the reflectivity level is discussed. Then 
the two techniques are described in detail. The possible 
reasons for the aforementioned inconsistency a.nd un- 
correlation is given. Furthermore, it is demonstrated 
experimentally that when properly applied, the  two 
methods provide results which do not differ essentially. 
The present, author has reported some of this comparison 
work earlier [7]. Horn-ever, it. was a  laboratory  report 
and some problems in applying t,he techniques were 
omitted. The second purpose is to demonstrate that  the 
techniques may be  used to evaluate improvements of 
radio anechoic  cha.mbers. The  third purpose is to describe 
the sta,te-of-art of evaluation of the reflectivity level. 

It h to be mentioned t.hat more interesting work 
concerning the dependence of the reflectivity level  on 
the  test parameters is to be carried out before a detailed 
knowledge of t,he informative value of the reflectivit,y 
level is obtained. However, it is hoped that persons 
reading this paper will get a broader background for 
estimating  their measurement accura.cy from given 
specificat,ions of their chamber. Furthermore, persons 
who are going to evaluate their test range may be in a 

Fig. 1. General setup for  recording patterns. 

bet.ter position to dispose their  test procedure depending 
upon their requirements. To help t>his, it is pointed out 
which parameters the measured value of the reflectivity 
level depends on. This is illustrated wit.h  some  examples. 

11. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
In order to make some basic considerat,ions let us 

consider a general test. set-up as shown in Fig. 1. A 
transmitting  antenna is  placed n a r  one end wall in an 
anechoic chamber and  the main lobe of the  antenna is 
directed along the ma.in axis of trhe chamber. A receiving 
antenna is placed on this a.xis a t  a proper distance from 
the t,ransmitting  antenna. Usually, t.hc receiving antenna 
can be rotat.ed in  different  manners a.nd radiation  patterns 
can be recorded. Furt,hermore, in order to  carry  out the 
experiments described in  this paper, t.he support carrying 
the rcceiving ant,enna can be moved about. 

When the  transmitt,ing a.ntmna radiates,  there exists 
at  every point, a signal which is composed of t.he direct 
signal Ed from the  tmnsmitting a.ntcnna and  a reflected 
signal E, from the surfaces of the chamber. The magnitude 
of the direct signal depends in the usual manner upon 
t,he distance from the transmitting  antenna, whereas, 
t.he magnitude of t,he reflect,ed signal varies in a complex 
manner with the posit,ion of t-he point under considerat,ion. 
This complex variation is due to the fa.ct t.hat every point 
of the walls and ot-her reflecting objects in t,he chamber 
reflects  a.n incident signal. Ihrthermorc,  this incident 
signal is  composed of a signal from the  transmitting 
antenna  and signals reflected  from all  other points of 
the walls of t.he anechoic chamber, and from, for example, 
the receiving ant.enna.. 

The reflected signal E, will causc errors in measure- 
ments  made  in an anechoic chamber. A t,heoretical 
evaluation of the error is prevented due t.0 the very 
complicated diffraction problem of finding the  total 
int.erference pattern between E, a,nd Ed in the anechoic 
chamber. For determining the mors  cxperimentally, 
much  time is required, since measurement of t.he reflected 
field should be made at a.  sufficient number of points, so 
that  it is  possible to derive t,he destructive  and constructive 
int,erference between Ed and E, at every point in a specified 
zone of the chamber. This zone  is the volume in which 
the  actual measurements arc madc and is included in 
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Fig. 2. Experimental arrangement for chamber  evaluation. 

the so-called quiet zone of t,he anechoic chamber. The 
quiet zone is the volume of the cha.mber in which certain 
specifications with respect to uniformity of the field are 
met. The extent of the quiet zone may for example be 
made dependent on how large a phase and  amplitude 
difference of Ed is specified between the center and  the 
edge of the quiet zone. The “quietness” of this zone 
depends on the magnitude of reflections from t.he walls 
of the chamber. 

As a measure of the reflected energy at  a point in  the 
quite zone, one  may use the ratio of reflected power 
density to direct  transmitted power density. This ratio 
ndl vary from point to point due to  the complex variation 
of the reflected  signa.1 described in the preceding. TO 
obtain a complete picture of t,he variat,ion of the rat,io 
requires much time. Furt.hermore, due to  the fact, t,hat 
the reflected  field in  a chamber is the vector sum of many 
components arriving from different parts of the chamber, 
it is not possible to determine the magnitude of the 
reflected  field  wit.h the general test. setup  for recording 
a.ntenna  patterns.  This is seen from Fig. 2, where for 
simplicity we are assuming that we only have one re- 
flected signal with amplhde E, and a direct signal with 
amplitude E d .  Furt,hcrmore, let. the direction of propaga- 
tion of the reflected signal be along the axis of the re- 
ceiving ant.enna which makes an angle v’with respect to 
the  transmit,ting  antenna. As described in  the following 
sections it is apparent  t,hat  by moving the receiving an- 
t,enna, the ratio between E, and E d  may be determined 
from the constructive and destructive interference 
recorded during the movement. However, because we 
never have only one reflected  field, it is not. t,he magnitude 
of the reflected  field  which is determined. This is evident 
from a consideration of Fig. 2 in thak  case where E, 
is not, propaga.ting a.long the a.xis of the receiving antenna.. 
What is really determined is an equivalent signal which, 
when propa,gating along the axis of tehe receiving antenna. 
would cause a variat.ion equal to  that observed. This 
equivalent signal is often called the reflected signal. 

The importance of finding the equiva,lent signal may be 
discussed. As seen in the preceding, it does not, indica.te 
the magnitude of t,he total reflected  field. However, it 
indicates the magnitude of the error which may occur 
when a  pattern is obtained. As it appea.rs from the follow- 
ing sect,ions, this is due to  the fact  that.  the equivalent 
signal is found from observing the limits wit.hin  which 
t.he patterns  are recorded. 

It has to be noted that when we record ant,enna  patterns 
for different. positions of t,he receiving antenna, i.e., for 
different, distances between t,he transmitting  antenna  and 

Fig. 3. APC technique. Detected incident  energy constant. 

Fig. 4. VSWR technique. Detected reilected  energy constant. 

the receiving antenna,  the variat,ions in the recorded 
patterns  are  due  to  three effects. The first effect is the 
aforementioned constructive and  destructive interference 
beheen  the reflected signal and t,he direct signal. The 
second  effect. is variat,ions in t.he a,mplitudes of the direct 
and  the reflect,ed signal. The  third effect is variations  in 
recorded pat.t.erns due  to the fact that  the far-field  condi- 
tion of illuminating the receiving ant,enna nith a plane 
wave  field can only be met to some extent depending 
upon the length of the test range. As it mill be  evident 
from the following sections, the first and second effect 
are  taken  into account in different manners depending 
upon the pract,ising engineer. To t.he  knowledge of the 
present, aut,hor, t,he third effect, is always neglected in 
evaluation of test ranges. In order to do this, the distance 
betxeen t.he test antennas should be sufficiently  large. 
The minimum distance may be determiued by  the usual 
far-field conditions which depend upon the antennas 
and  the frequency. However, it ca.nnot be disregarded 
that there may be cases where the determined reflectivity 
level is in part due to  the third effect. This is owing to 
t,he fact that  the far-field condit,ions only  ensure that 
antenna  patterns  are recorded within a certain accuracy. 

Owing t.0 t.he difficulties in finding only one character- 
istic which  describes the performance of the chamber, 
sevcra.1 test, methods have been developed as mentioned 
in section I. It. is charact.eristic for all the met,hods that 
the results depend upon the t.& procedures and  the 
experimental arrangement which is supposed to be 
described by some test parameters. Before discussion of 
the dependence of the reflectivity level upon t,he test 
paramet.ers and before sett.ing up a. scheme for test pro- 
cedure, let us  consider the two commonly  used techniques, 
the APC- a.nd VSWR techniques. 

In order t.o illustrate the difference between the two 
techniques, let, us consider Figs. 3 and 4. For simplicity, 
let us neglect variations  in E d  with distance, and suppose 
tha.t t.he transmitter is a.n isotropic point source. Further, 
suppose that we have only one plane wave  reflection, 
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which has negligible effect on the main-lobe ma,ximum, 
e.g., an effect  less than 0.1 dB. From Fig. 3, it is seen that 
if we superimpose the patterns recorded at the shown 
positions A and B, t,hen at  aspect angle v the level of the 
detect.ed reflected energy changes.  On t,he  other  hand 
from Fig. 4, it is seen that if  we try  to keep the level of 
detected reflected energy constant  during a continuous 
movement, of the receiving antenna,  then  t,he level of the 
detected incident energy changes due to pat,t,ern scanning. 

In  bot,h cases considered, it is tried to evaluat,e the 
influence of the reflection on pat,t,ern level. In fact, the 
two methods are  the APC technique (Fig. 3) and t.he 
VSWR technique (Fig. 4). Before comparing the two 
techniques, it is convenient t.0 describe them  in  detail 
and look at some results in the following sections. 

111. ANTENNA PATTERN COMPARISON TECE~NIQUE 

A .  Theory 
When t,he pattern of the receiving antenna.  in the 

general test setup is recorded at, e.g., discrete positions 
on a  traverse line in t.he quite zone, small variations occur 
in the patkerns. From t.he magnitude of these  variations 
the uncertaint.y of the recorded patterns is determined. 

Let us again consider t,he situation  in Fig. 2, where 
we only have one reflection. Let the pattern level (in  dB) 
at t.he angle be a and let t,he detect.ed field be b and c 
when t,he direct signal Ed and  the reflected signal E, are 
det.ected in-phase and out,-of-phase, respectively. Then 

c = 20 log 
E d '  - E, 

E d  

where R is the rat.io of reflected signal t,o direct signal in 
dB. The  pamneter R is called t.he reflectivity level. In  
order to obtain b and c all patterns  are superimposed on 
one another so t.hat  their main-lobe peak levels  coincide, 
see Fig. 5 .  From t.he values of b and c obtained in this 
manner, R may be calculated from prepared curves or 
tables [7], [SI. 1:rom t.he basic  considera.t.ions given 
in the preceding, it is understood that R is not  the  ratio 
of reflected energy to direct energy in t,he test volume, 
but, R is related to this ratio  in a complicated manner. 
Furthermore, since R is a measure of patt,ern  variations 
with receiving a.ntenna position, R may be used to in- 
dicate chamber performance. 

It. is evident from the preceding  discussion tha.t  t,he 
value obtained for R depends upon the level at  which R 
is found. Often the values of R are averaged in different 
manners depending upon the antenna engineer using the 
APC technique. Since R indicates the accura.cy of patterns 
recorded in the chamber, Dhe maximum value of R which 
indicates maximum inaccuracy should also be reported. 

Sigml/dB 

f 
-10 /I 

1 . .  - #  
-9P ( 7 "  w 

Fig. 5. Illustration of antenna  pat,tern comparison test. 

-40' ' 

Besides the different manners in which R is averaged, 
t.he superimposing of patterns is also carried out, diffar- 
ently.  This is ma.inly due to t,he  fact  t.hat during t,he 
measurements it may  be decided to  malrr one  or both of 
Zhe  folloTving two adjust,ments. 

1)  Usually, the  setup is arranged such t,hat 0" on the 
chart paper correspond t.o t.he receiving ant,enna pointing 
in  a direction parallel to  the main axis of the chamber. 
By some means it may be possible to adjust the pa.ttern 
recorded such that 0" on t8he chart paper correspond to 
t.he  receiving antenna pointing towards the  transmitting 
antenna.. In [3] is described the manner in which the 
adjustment is made when the receiving antenna is moved 
off the main axis of t.he chamber. The  adjustment is 
carried out. in order to avoid incorrect. superimposing of 
t.he recorded patterns  in  the case  where the reflect,ions 
are so large t.hat. they change t,he direction of the main 
lobe. 

2 )  During the measurements the main lobes of the 
different patterns  are  adjusted to  the same level on the 
chart paper by changing the ga.in of t,he receiver. The 
purpose of t,he adjustment is to  take  into account varia- 
Zions in the direct signal due to scanning of the antenna 
patterns  and dist.ance variations between the antennas. 
It should be noted that in t,he case the reflections are 
so large that they influence the main-lobe level, the 
adjust.ment does not answer it-s purpose. Large reflections 
can be observed by moving the receiving antenna con- 
tinuously along the main axis of the chamber while de- 
tecting t,he main-lobe  level. If oscilla.t,ions larger than a 
few- t,enths of a dB  are observed, the reflections are large. 
In this case, the VSWR technique is recommended as  a 
better technique for determining the reflectivity level. 

The significance of making t,he .aforementioned adjust- 
ments  has  not been investigated in the lit.erature. It is 
evident that it depends on the experimental setup  and 
the magnitude of the reflections, whet,her the adjustments 
influence the final result to a. significant  degree. In  the 
folloning section, the usual procedure is described. 

B. Experimental  Procedure 
The APC technique has been used to evaluate an 

anechoic chamber of dimensions 2 X 4 X 4 m3. Typica.1 
16-dB standard gain antennas were  used at 10 GHz. 
The transmitted field  was vertically polarized and azinmt,h 
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patterns were obtained.  By moving the  antenna along 
the main axis of the chamber while detecting the main-lobe 
level, it was observed that oscillations due  to reflections 
were  less than 0.2 dB. Receiver gain adjustments were 
carried  out so that  the main-lobe level of the different 
patt,erns were recorded at  the same level  on the  chart 
paper. In  the analysis the recorded patterns were super- 
imposed so that  the main-lobes  covered each other. The 
traverse line on wbich t.he  patterns  are recorded was a 
horizont,al line normal to  the line connecting the receiving 
and  transmitting  antennas. In total, 17 patterns were 
recorded at $est points  with an interspacing of a half- 
wave1engt.h.  One pat,tern mas recorded on the axis of the 
room and S patterns were recorded on both sides of the 
a.xis. This means that the diameter of the zone examined 
was 24 cm. Within  this zone, the transmitting  antenna 
sets  up an essentially plane-wave field. In fact,  the 
variation of the phase of the incident field was about 
X/lO-when the distance between the antennas was 240 cm. 
The APC technique was carried  out for several traverse 
lines sit,uated in t.he interval 2 m  to 3 m from the  trans- 
mitting  antenna.  From the 17 patterns recorded on the 
traverse line, the value of R was found at  the levels 
- 20, -25, -30, and -35 dB. These levels corresponded 
t o  angles about 50°,  60°,  70", and 75". From the value of 
R obtained, the maximum value was  chosen to represent 
the maximum reflectivity  in the interval -90" < 4 < 90" 
for H-plane pattern  in  the  horizontal plane with 16-dB 
directive  antennas. Some results  are described in Section V. 

IV. FREE-SPACE VSmR TECHNIQUE 

A .  Theory 
When performing the VSWR technique, the tra.ns- 

mitting  and receiving antennas are arranged  as for the 
APC technique. For a given aspect angle tp the receiving 
antenna is moved continuously on a  traverse line. By 
coupling t.he linear motion of the receiving antenna to  a 
recorder a.n interference  pattern,  often similar to a 
standing wave curve, is recorded as shorn in Fig. 6. This 
curve shows the interference between the direct a,nd 
reflect.ed signals. It is seen that, oscillations due to  re- 
flections are superimposed on the direct signal. Two 
types of va.riat,ions are t o  be noticed. The  amplitude of 
the oscilla,tions varies due t o  the complicated variation 
of t.he reflected  field  u-it,h position. The average inter- 
ference pattern level varies due to scanning of t,he  two 
antenna  pat,terns,  distance  variation between the ant,ennas 
and variations in t,he far-field condit,ions. In t.he case of 
Fig. 6 changes in the direct signal a.re mainly due t o  
scanning of t,he  antenna  patterns. This may easily be 
underst,ood by considering Fig. 4, which  was  used to 
illustrate  the  artificial case  where the det,ected reflecbed 
energy was kept  constant. 

The analysis of the st.anding wave curve is based on 
the folloxing  arguments. If a pattern is recorded, then 
the  pattern level a corresponding to  the angle 4 will be 
recorded wit.h a t,olerance determined  by  the maximum 

ldB1 

Fig. 6. Example of recorded standing wave  curve a t  aspect angle + = 70" St 10 GHz. 

Fig. 7. Graphical  determination of number of dB, reflectivity  level 
ia below the  pattern level. 

[dB1 

ml 

Fig. 8. Example of interference pattern when a < R a t  3 GHz. 

TTSWR recorded, see Fig. 6. As in the APC technique, 
t.he reflectivity level R is determined from b and c. In  
order to  find b and c the st,a.nding wave  is  enveloped as 
shown in  Fig. 6. TWO curves, one connecting the maxima 
and  another connecting the minima axe  loosely dram. 
As illustrat,ed, the value of b and c are chosen at  that 
level where the maximum value of R is obtained.  From 
Fig. 6 it is seen that,  the maximum value of R occurs 
a t  a pattern level of a = -36.3 dB. In Fig. 7 is shown 
the manner  in which it is possible, graphically, to find 
the number of dB  by which the reflectivity level is below 
the  pattern level.  Since a is -36.3 dB, R is found to  be 
-445.7 dB. It is apparent  that for t,he  same  value of 
b - c, the reflectivity level R increases with the  pattern 
level. 

We have supposed that  the detected reflected signal 
is smaller than t.he detect,ed direct signal. That  this is 
not always the case may be seen from Fig. 4. It is apparent 
that  due  to  pattern nulls, the direct signal may be smaller 
than  the reflected signal for some positions and some 
aspect angles. In  order to describe the manner in which the 
interference  patterns are analysed  in  such case, it is 
illustrative to  consider the case in Fig. 8. Here the am- 
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plitude of the oscillations varies due to variations  in t,he 
direct signal. The average level of t,he interference pattern 
varies due to t.he complicat.ed va.riat,ions of t.he reflected 
field. By analysing t,he interference pattern at  its maximum 
level, t.he maximum value of R is determined as the 
average interference pattern level.  Before this analysis 
can be accomplished, it is necessary to identify the 
interference pattern  as one  for  which the detect.ed direct 
signal is smaller t .hn  the reflected signal. Of course this 
identificat,ion is easy, if the  antenna pa.ttern level is 
known beforehand. If this is not  the case one may renounce 
information for the considered aspect angle. However, 
the ambiguity  may be resolved, for example, by one or 
more of the following methods. 

1) The interference pattern is analysed at say  three 
different. levels,  see  Fig. 8. From each ana.lysis two numbers 
are found. Since the detect,& direct signal usually varies 
slon-ly in  a regular way, it nil1 often be  possible to assign 
three of the obtained six numbers to  the level of detected 
direct signal [SI. 

2) Preliminary numbers obtained for the detect.ed 
pattern level  a.nd t,he reflectivity level are compared with 
numbers obtained for aspect, angles close to t,he con- 
sidered aspect, angle. A cont,inuity consideration in 
variation of R and  pat.tern level may solve the problem. 

3) Symmet-ry in reflectivit,y level or pat-tern level 
may be used. 

4) By introducing a metallic plate or by removing 
absorbers, the reflectix4t.y  level may  be changed a.nd the 
pat,tern level identified as  an unchanged parameter. 

I t  should be point.ed out  t,hat  t,he aforementioned meth- 
ods may be used to identify pattern levels  below the re- 
flectivity level [SI. 

B. Experimental Procedure 
The VSWR technique is ma.de with the same experi- 

mental  arrangement as used in the APC t,echnique. The 
receiving antenna is moved along a horizontal line normal 
to  the line connect,ing the receiving and t,ransmitting 
antennas. The length  traversed is 24 cm.  Since pattern 
levels - 20, - 25, -30, and -35 dB correspond to 
aspect angles about 50", 60", 70", and 75", the  standing 
waves are recorded at these a.ngles. This is done in order 
t.o compare the resu1t.s obtained by  the VSWR technique 
with those obtained by  the aforementioned APC tech- 
nique. The results are described in Section V. 

v. COMPARLSON BETWEEN T W O  TECHNIQTJES 

A .  Theory 
After the description of the t,wo techniques in details 

we are now able to cont.inue the general remarks given 
earlier. The primary difference between the two techniques 
is that in performing the  APC technique a continuous 
rotation is carried out at discret,e positions and in the 
VSWR technique a continuous tzavel a.long a traverse 
is made for different. aspect angles. In  both methods the 
maximum va.lue of reflectivity level R ma.y not  be ob- 

served. In  the antenna.  pattern technique, t.his can be 
solved by taking  a large number of patterns. However, 
then  the experiment time  and analysis work is con- 
siderable. In  the VSWR technique, R may be determined 
for every 10" and shown as  a function of the aspect angle. 
At  pahcular angles where R seems t.0 be maximum some 
additional interference patterns  may  be recorded and 
with a high degree of a.ccuracy the largest value of R 
may  be determined graphically. The advant.age of the 
APC technique is that in a test sitmuation few patterns 
are easily recorded on top of each other on the same 
sheet of paper a.nd in an illustrative manner. Thus, 
providing the  antenna engineer uit,h a preliminary feeling 
of the accuracy. However, if the engineer  wishes to know 
the maximum discrepancy, it is recommended to apply 
the VSWR technique. Therefore, anechoic cha,mber 
specifications nowadays usually include the ma.ximum 
values of the reflectivity level det,ermined by  the VSWR 
technique. 

In  order to show t,hat at  lea.st in  theory, the two tech- 
niques should give the same result,, let  us  return to  Figs. 
3 and 4. It is seen from Fig. 3 which  describes the APC 
technique, that  the receiving ant,enna has the 0" aspect 
angle when its axis is pointing towards t.he transmitting 
antenna.  This is in accordance m-it.h t.he usua.1 definit,ion 
of the 0" aspect a.ngle. In Fig. 4 which  describes the 
VSWR technique, the receiving ant,enna conveniently 
has the zero  degree aspect, angle when the a.ntenna axis 
is pointing in directions parallel to  t.he main axis of the 
chamber. This means, of course, due to t,he different 
definitions of aspect a.ngle, we do not analyse the sa.me 
interference patterns  by using t.he APC  and VSWR 
techniques as described in the previous sections. However, 
the reader can imagine the different manners in which 
this problem may  be solved and t.he same int,erference 
patterns detect.ed. This means that- consistent results 
may be obtained by using the APC  and VSWR techniques. 
This requires, however, ma.ny patterns  in order to  detect 
the worst case of interference from t.he largest reflection 
for a given angle of aspect. Furthermore, in order t.o 
analyze the interference pa.ttern accura.tely it is required 
to extract a standing wave curve from t.he patterns. In  
fact,, this is suggested in t.he first descriptions of the 
APC technique, and carried out  by some users of t.hk 
technique. However, patterns  are usually only recorded 
at positions with an interspa.cing of one-half  wa.velength, 
which is often insufficient. Furthermore, when comparing 
with the VSWR technique the different, definit.ions of 
aspect angle a.nd the problems of superimposing of 
patterns  are neglected. Moreover, the result,s obt,ained 
by  the APC technique are averaged in different manners. 
This averaging, in  fact, causes the largest difference 
between results obtained by  the two techniques, since 
in the VSWR technique usually the largest value of R 
is reported. 

From the discussion made in this section a.nd the 
previous ones, it is concluded that  the APC technique 
conveniently gives a preliminary indication of the ac- 
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Fig. 9. Reflectivity level as function of distance d between antennas. 

curacy. However, the worst  conditions may be missing 
and there are problenls in interpreting the interference 
patterns. The VSWR technique finds  t.he maximum 
reflectivity level with less time expenditure. Furthermore, 
the interference patterns a.re  easily studied  and reflections 
from specific parts of the anechoic chamber ma.y be 
investigated in detail. 

B. Results 
In order to  compare results obt.ained by the two tech- 

niques the aforement,ioned  anechoic  cha,mber  is evaluated 
using the  test procedures  described in Sect,ions I11 and 
IV. In  Fig. 9 t,he maximum reflectivity level R is  shown 
as a function of t,he distance d between the antennas. 
The distance varies from about 200 cm t.o 260 cm. 

The curve shown is obtained by t.he  VSWR technique. 
It is seen that, in accordance with the decrement of the 
incident field intensit-y with increasing spacing, t.he 
value of R tends to  increase.  However, it  is also noticed 
that small  changes in the spacing may cause  la.rge  changes 
in reflectivity  level. Thus when the spa.cing is increased 
only 6 ern  from d = 208 cm, t,here is an increase of 5 dB 
in R. 

The points ma,rked with a cross are obt,ained by  the 
APC technique. In  performing this test  the spacing is 
increased in steps of 10 cm  from d = 220 em. Furthermore 
the APC technique is made at d = 208 em and 214 cm, 
where a relative minimum and ma.ximum,  respectively, 
is found by the VSWR technique.  Comparing t.he results 
shown in Fig. 9, it is seen that  the  APC technique gives 
results which may indicate 5 dB  better room performance 
than  the results obtained by  the T'SWR t,echnique. The 
discrepancy bet.ween the results is due to t.he  differences 
between the two techniques. 

The ra.pid  increase in reflectivity  level  observed about 
d = 210 cm has been furt.her investigat,ed by recording 
the standing waves  when the aspect angle is varied in 
st,eps of 5" from 40" t,o 90". Thus  the reflectivity level 
R is det.ermined as a function of a.spect angle 4 at the 
two positions d = 208 cm and d = 214 cm. The ana.lysis 
showed that there was a change of about 4 dB  in  the 
maximum values of R in t,he int.erva1 40" 5 4 5 90". 
For angles smaller t,han 40", R is not determined since 

Fig. 10. Anechoic  chamber. 

here only very small changes (maximum 0.1 dB) occur 
in  the standing waves. This means tha.t for -40" _< 4 _< 
+40" t,he pattern will be recorded very accurately. 

VI. REFLECTIVITY LEVEL USED TO 
INDICATE IRIPROVEJlEh'TS 

It is the purpose of this section to demonstrate that 
the reflectivity level obtained by  the VSWR technique 
can be  used to indicate the performance of radio anechoic 
chambers. This is done by measuring R of the anechoic 
chamber shown in Fig. 10 under three different test 
conditrions. In  Fig. 10 is shown a. 1ongitudina.l  cross section 
of a 12 X 14 X 16 m3 rectangular chamber lined with 
2-m high pyramidal absorbers. Inside the 463 floor 
absorbers are wooden  poles  which support 52 floor  panels. 
The transmitting  antenna T is  placed at one end of 
t,he  chamber. The receiving a.ntenna R is mounted on a 
model  tower  which permits recording of three-dimensional 
antenna  patterns. The model  tower is by means of a 
tower base B att.a.ched to  an azimuth positioner P placed 
on a cart C Rrhich can run on rails in a pit.. The reflectivity 
level is determined as a function of the angle e in  the 
H-plane of a horizontally pola,rized 20 dB standard 
gain horn. This means t.hat R is determined in  the vertical 
plane where  large  reflections may occur  when t.he receiving 
antenna is point,ing towards the tower base (0  = 270") 
or the specular  reflection point ( e  = 310") of the floor. 
In  order t.0 screen  reflections  from the tower base and  pit 
some absorbers A a.re  placed over the t,ower  base. The 
reflectmion  from the floor may be  reduced by removing 
some  floor  panels. In  the measurements R was determined 
under three different measurement conditions: 1) floor 
panels in place and tower base absorbers removed; 
2) floor panels and tower base absorbers in place; and 
3)  tower base absorbers in place and floor panels 2 to  
6 in  the middle of the chamber removed. In  Fig. 11, 
the reflect.ivity  level is shown as a function of aspect 
angle 0 for the chamber in conditions 1) and 3) .  Under 
condition 1) it is seen that for e = 270", t.here are large 
reflections due t.o the unscreened tower support mech- 
anism. The nmximum value is about -37 dB. It appears 
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Fig. 11. Reflectivity  level in vertical  plane. 

that when the tower base absorbers are in place and 
floor panels 2 to 6 removed the reflect.ivity level is below 
-60 dB.  Thus, it is seen that when the chamber is  im- 
proved from condition 1) t,o condition 3) there is a 
noticeable decrease in reflectivity level. Therefore, smaller 
improvements can also be detected.  Thus,  under condition 
2) , there was measured a decrease in reflectivity level of 
18 dB for 0 about 270". However under this condition 
t,here is a maximum value of R equal t.o -48 dB at about 
310' due t.o specular reflections from the floor panels. 

VII. DEPEKDENCE OF REFLECTIVITY LEVEL ON 
TEST PARAMETEFS 

As it. may be a.pparent from the foregoing sections, the 
maximum value obtained for R depends upon the following 
test parameters. 

1 ) Frequency. 
2) Directivity of transmitting  and receiving antennas. 
3) Polarization of the field. 
4) Test plane in which R is measured. 
5)  Traverse lines along which interference patterns 

are recorded. 
6)  Ant.enna support.. 
7) Posit,ions of antennas in the cha,mber, in particular, 

distance from t,he internal surfaces of the chamber. 
8) Number of interference patterns recorded. 
9) Judicious interpretation of interference patterns. 

10) Available measurement equipment. 

To the knowledge of the author, detailed information 
about t.he dependence of the reflectivity level on all the 
test parameters does not seem to exist. May  be this is 
due to  the fact that  the dependence of R upon the test 
parameters is individual for the difference chambers. 
However, some dependences are known to some extent. 
It is usually stated that R decreases with increasing 

TABLE I 
REFLECTIVITY LEVEL AS FUNCTION OF DIRECTIVITY, POLARIZATION, 

AND ANTENNA PLANE AT 3 GHz 

Direc- Polariza- 
tivity tion 

2 Horizontal 

15  Horizontal 

20 Horizontal 

Vertical 

Vertical 

Vertical 

Horizontal 
Plane  Vertical  Longitudinal  Plane 

tion 1). tion 1). tion 3)b  ment 
Condi- Condi- Condi-  Improve- 

-23.1 -22.0 -32.0 10.0 
-22.0 -24.0 -29.2 5 .2  
-45.6 -36.2 -52.4 16.2 
-37.8 -36.0 -42.8 6.8 
-54.4 -37.2 -61.8 24.6 
-45.9 -40.5 -54.8 14.3 

a Condition 1): Floor panels in place. Tower  baae  absorbers 

b Condition 3): Floor panels  removed.  Tower baae  absorbers in 
removed. 

place. 

distance of t.he receiving antenna. from the end wall. 
From Fig. 9 it is seen that this is correct to t,he extent 
that t.he measured value R tends t.0 decrease with in- 
creasing distance from the end 1%-dl, i.e., with decrease 
in d. However, the curve has large variations as discussed 
above. Other known dependencies are  t-hat R tends to 
decrease with increase in frequency and directivity. 

In order to illustorate the dependence of R upon some 
of t,he t.est parameters, the chamber shown in Fig. 10 
has been evaluated at 3 GHz by using three  types of 
antennas d h  a directivity of about 2, 15, and 20 dB. 
The results  are shown in  Table I. The  table indicat,es 
that  the chamber is evaluated in  the horizontal a.nd 
longitudinal plane for horizontal and vertical polarization. 
The  evaluation  in the vertical plane is made under condi- 
tions 1) and 3) stated in thc previous section. For each 
set of test parameters, R is measured as a. function of 
the aspect. angle. The maximum value of R for each set 
of t.he parameters is given in  Table I. This table also 
indicates the decrease which is observed in the maximum 
value of R when the chamber is rearranged from condition 
1) t.o condition 3) , Le., the chamber is improved. 

Wit.hout going into detailed explanations which among 
others would involve consideration of antenna  beam 
width in relation to chamber shape, t,he following effects 
should be observed from Table I. 

1) The reflectivit.y level decreases with an increase in 
directivity. The average decrease is 16.4 dB a.nd 7.3 dB 
when directivity is increased from 2 dB t o  15 dB  and 
from 15 dB  to 20 dB, respectively. 

2) The reflectivity level depends upon polarization. 
For example in the case of 15 dB antennas, t,here is about 
10 dB difference between the va.lues of R for vertical 
and horizontal polarization under condition 3) .  

3) The improvement is largest for high gain antennas. 
Thus, it is 24.6 dB for horizontally polarized  20-dB 
antennas. For the low gain antennas it is only 10 dB. 

4) In  the horizontal plane analysis has shown t,hat 
reflections are largest from t,he back wall. 

5) The reflectivity level is not the same in the vertical 
and horizontal plane under condition 1). The difference 
is largest for high gain antennas. 
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6)  For given directivity the maximum variations of 
R mit.h test parameters  are 2, 9.6 and 17.2 dB for 2, 15 
and 20 dB antennas, respectively. 

These results are obtained for  the 12 X 14 X 16 m3 
rect.angular anechoic chamber mentioned above. 

From the preceding it is understood that  the  test 
procedure which should be used to evaluate an anechoic 
chamber depends upon the requirements. A versat,ile 
chamber requires t.o be evaluated for several antennas 
with several polarizations and in several planes. Further- 
more, the receiving antenna should be moved along 
several horizont.al and vertical traverses, besides along 
several longitdinal lines. Basically, for a given directivity 
and frequency, there  are 18 combinations of the three 
major planes, the three  major  transverse lines, and the 
two major polarizations. Thus a complete evaluation is 
very time-consuming. 

In order to see whether a time reduction is possible, 
let us again consider t.he results given in  Table I. It is 
seen that between the four different combinations for 
which the chamber is evaluated under condition l ) ,  
there is a spread of 2,  9.6, and 17.2 dB for antennas with 
2, 15, a.nd 20 dB directivity, respectively. From  these 
resu1t.s it is supposed that if the chamber is evaluated for 
a combination chosen arbitrarily from the 18 different 
possibilitiea t.hen the obtained value of R may  deviate 
10 to 20 dB from the worst case.  However by a judicious 
selection of a combination from the 18 possibilities, it 
is assumed that, t,he measured value of R may  deviate 
no more than 5 to 10 dB from the maximum value. 
Therefore, if this lack of accuracy in determining the 
largest value of R can be accepted, it seems reasonable 
to evaluate the chamber for one proper combination of 
chamber plane, polarizat,ion and traverse line. This 
should be done for example at  t,hree frequencies by using 
three  types of antennas, i.e., in tot.al nine va.lues of R 
is determined. In  the selection of test parameters, the 
following is to be  taken  into  account: 1) frequency range 
of the chamber; 2 )  types of antennas which are to be 
measured in the chamber; a.nd 3) those parts of the 
internal surfaces of the chamber from which the la.rg-t 
reflections are to  be expected. 

Finally, since improvements are measured more effec- 
tively with high gain antennas than with low gain an- 
tennas, comparison of chambers are easier made  from 
results obtained with high gain antennas  t,han results 
obt.ained wit,h low gain antennas. However, low gain 
antennas should also be used  because t,hey indicat.e t.he 
largest values of the reflect,ivity level. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
The state-of-the art of evaluation of the reflectivity 

level in radio anechoic chambers has been described. A 
comparison between the APC-technique and  the VSWR 
t.echnique has shown that  the APC technique gives 
results which genemlly indicate a better room performance 
than  the results obtained by VSWR technique. This is 
mainly due to  the fact that in the APC technique the 
pat.t.erns a.re recorded at. discrete steps. However, if a 

considerable number of patterns  are recorded and properly 
a.nalyzed the  two techniques give the same results. This, 
however, requires a high expenditure of time.  From the 
comparison it is concluded that in an actual measurement 
situation,  t,he APC technique conveniently gives a pre- 
liminary indimtion of measurement accuracy, but  the 
VSWR technique is the more accurate method for meas- 
uring the reflectivity level in an anechoic chamber. 

It has been found  t,hat, the reflectivity level  ca.n be 
used t.o indicate improvements in radio anechoic chambers. 
This is done by determining t.he reflectivity level before 
and after screening of t,he antenna  support mecha.nism 
and removal of  floor  pa.nels during test in an anechoic 
chamber, The maximum value of t.he reflectivity level 
was improved from -37 dB  to -62  dB in the case of 
ant,ennas with a gain of 20 dB. Improvements  are  not so 
noticeable by means of low-gain antennas  as  by means 
of high-ga.in antennas. 

The dependence of t.he reflectivity level on such test 
parameters as pattern plane, antenna gain and polarization 
is demonstrated  by examples. Thus it is shown t,hat for 
one antenna t.here is a  variation of 10 to 20 dB in R 
as a function of test paramet.ers. The variation is largest 
for high gain ant.ennas. However, it is pointed out  that 
more knowledge  concerning the dependence of reflect.ivit.y 
level  on test parameters is desirable before satisfactory 
evaluation procedures for  anechoic chambers can be 
outlined. Therefore, if the measurement accuracy must 
be known accurately, it is  necessary  t.o  eva1uat.e the 
chamber by the VSWR technique for the  actual measure- 
ment  situation. 
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